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. 'London has a long history of planning
issue of "Student Housing" beginning

Previous planning measures were incremental, reactive, and
focused in specific geographical locations and only near UWO

This simply caused the issues to migrate to areas where the
planning measures were not applied

measures to address the
in 1985

and the new
Staff to search



Provide alternatives to balance the mix

Create great places and spaces in our neighbourhood

lnvest in infrastructure

Level the playing field for landlords

10 Strategies (Su

Provide for affordable housing
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how the Strategy was to be applied
lmplementation Plan was developed to identify

trategy - lmpleme

ldentify the responsible organization (partner)
responsible to initiate/fulfill each individual initiative to
establish a level of expectation and accountability

....

Two components to the lmplementation Plan:

¡,:,,:. - ldentify the timeline in which the initiative is expected
:'., . to be initiated
.,ì'ì.
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A vision for
adopted by

Neighbourhoo

This vision is that Near-Campus Neighbourhoods.

Near-Campus Neighbourhoods was
Council

- Are diverse and inclusive from many different perspectives

- Are occupied by a balanced mix of long-term and short-.....

¡"-,, terrn residents

i,, --- Provide for a strong sense of social connectedness¡ì,' .

r',:ì: . .. amongst neighbours
ì.'\'.. 
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. This vision is that Near-Campus Neighbourhoods:

- Exude vibrancy, culture, creativity, interest and dynamism

- Protect residential amenity and character

- Offer a strong sense of identity

- Engender respect for the neighbourhood and all those that
live in it

, ,.r- Provide for reasonable quite enjoyment of private property

ii¡F,Provlde for reasonable entertainment, expression and

iì\1r.. .Qive¡se activities on private property
r.l)ìr\..'
,\\\ì\ .ì.',
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Neighbourh

Cherish, conserve and protect heritage resources

Provide for safe, varied and affordable housing
opportu n ities

Support the attraction of a strong student body

Help to encourage students to stay in London after their
studies are complete - providing the community with an

Neighbourhoo
is that Near-Campus Neighbourhoods:

,.,;,., ,outstanding labour force

iiì$¡glp to recruit the best and brightest staff and faculty

[ow fesidents to enjoy unique culture, entertainment and
'....'..-'..','.-..
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lntensification that
requires multiple
minor variances in
order to "shoehorn"
development where i

Current State o

othenruise would no
be permitted by the
Zoning By-law

Minor Variances Required for:
Lot Frontage

Side Yard Variances
Driveway Widths

Whereas 2.7 metres is required for each

1.5 metres
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New Consent Policies

þosed Official Pla

- Council's intent is to curtail the creation of small
lots that undermine the existing Zoning

conform to
Vision and
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Wdorfictàr plãffit
. New policies stating that variances will not

be supported where:

- they will create inappropriate and unsustainable
forms of intensification

- it is intended to legalize a construction project that
: : has already occurred illegally on the site
.'.'. .:' .
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. Proposed amendments include:

roposed Local Ap

- Section 8.1 of the Planning Acf allows a municipality to
appoint one appeal
Minor Variance and

Local Appeal Body
Minor Variance and

body empowered to hear appeals for
Consent applications

replaces the OMB for appeals related to
Consent applications
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ts.*{ ntial Rental Units ffi-law
. The intent is to:

- address sub-standard housing conditions in rental units

- protect the amenity, character and stability of residential
areas

. Applies to any building containing four or less
rental units (including single detached dwellings,
semi-detached dwellings, duplexes, triplexes,

,,.,:fo,ut:plexes) and converted dwellings.

,:u.ñits in apartment and townhouse
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